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Abstract
The Olympic Games is a global event that is set up after each Summer Olympics This event is in constant development,
and in 1928 at the Olympic Games held in Amsterdam, women were allowed to compete on the devices designated for
them and for differential competitions only Your artistic gymnastics for women differs from your artistic gymnasts for men
in the number o f apparatus , as well as in some arbitration they have, as the men's apparatus is six, and the women are
four, and this sport has developed significantly over the past years It is divided now into three specializations in the
Olympic program The importance of the research lies in the researcher's attempt to study the artistic aesthetics of women
in a historical study in the Olympic Games, and consequently to the role it played in the development of your gymnastics
with the rest of your types The research aims to 1- Learn about the history of women's participation in the ancient
Olympic Games. 2 - Learn about the artistic gymnastics for women. 3- Knowing the results of the women's Olympic
competitions. The researcher recommends that scholars and researchers should pay more attention to conducting more
studies and similar research on other sports, in order to enrich national libraries with resources, as well as support
researchers in order to increase research and investigation in this area and encourage the writing of historical research
Keywords: history. Artistic gymnastics women

1- Introduction
Is a global Olympic event prepares him after every summer course Olympic This event is constantly evolving, adding a
saliva new to him, as well as canceled games from him after he canceled the role of women in their participation in the
first session of the Olympics in 1896 in all games and limited participation for men only, and after this the first Olympic
anlage women 's participation in the second Olympic Games in 1900 and allowed them to participate in some of them, and
the game of gymnastics is one of the first nine games to participate in the first Olympic Games 1896 session with the
participation of only men in 1928 in the established Olympic Games in Amsterdam allowed women to compete On the
equipment designated for them and for the team competitions only, and your gymnastics game has eight specializations
under the umbrella of the International Federation of Ethnicity, four Olympic bans which are your youthful gymnastics for
men, your artistic congresses for women, your rhythmic gymnastics, your trampoline gymnastics, and the other your
aerobic gymnastics, your carbonatics, your everybody's courtesy, and your Olympic parkour assembly have not yet
entered the Olympic Games. Your artistic gymnastics in 1 896, your rhythmic gymnastics in 1984 and your trampoline
gymnastics in 2000 we do not know how many other games will enter (Mays, 2014). And J differ artistic gymnastics
women for artistic gymnastics men in the number of devices as well as in some of the arbitration have as the men organs
are six organs and women are four organs of women and difficulties are different from men difficulties as well as
requirements etc. A 's share on equipment gymnastics appeared on the modern Olympic Games program First time In
1896 , and this has evolved dramatically sports over the past years, and is now divided into three disciplines in the
Olympic program, and gymnastics technical was first used as a term in the nineteenth century to distinguish between him
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and the methods used in military training " ( Yu, 2009). The fact that the subject has not knocking former researchers did
not discuss previously considered a researcher going by being the competence dictated by FIG technical and benefit from
the topic of the researchers and open the door for them to supplement the end of the topic stands , so the importance of the
research is to try a researcher studying gymnastics artistic women 's historical study in the Olympic Games and thus to The
role that it played in the development of gymnastics, the rest of the types of aestheticism, and the research aims at.
1- Learn about the history of women's participation in the ancient Olympic Games .2-to identify devices gymnastics
artistic women.
3- Knowing the results of the women's Olympic competitions.

2- The history of women's participation in the Olympic Games
"The first Olympic games when we're talking about, it should be noted that its origin is due to 776 BC (until 394 AD), and
that women, who are considered sensors and vulnerable and emotional, not exceptional participation only, but It did not
even allow him n that There will be among onlookers." (Fuller, 2016) And Sher Casey that "women prevent n from
competition, or, from the control of the ancient Olympic Games, albeit with a rare, such as Sinesca, exceptions to the
daughter of the King of Sparta Orashidamos, the first woman married to have been included in the list of the winner when
she won the Olympic Cart which is owned by four horses two rounds in a row in the fourth century BC " (Case, 2017) And
that “ we begin the history of women's sport in the nineteenth or early twentieth century is to begin after what Thomas
Lacoure called“ the discovery of the sexes, ”in a period in which men and women viewed it, as a descriptive and
normative matter, as different as possible from some they are some of the physiological and psychological. the point of
view of the nationality of the prevailing in the nineteenth century , the difference included, relevant ways the potential to
participate in sport, that the men were and should be the fact that wa a strong DONC active DONC a grown woman was
and should be sensitive, and therefore , the modern history is often seen as the sport begins at a time in which women
watch was at least suitable to participate in sport " ( Case, 2017), It took it in 2675 Amos that before allowing women to
enter the Olympic Games. ... Explain de Coubertin, known as "Le Rinofatour", that women's participation will be limited
to applause for the winners. He stressed that "the Olympic Games should be dedicated to men." This was the position he
maintained it throughout his life, as Yves Pierre Bulun pointed out in the official report of the Games in Stockholm,
written in French and without doubt the support of Coubertin, he says: Olympics with women universe is not practical of ,
monotonic of , and improper of . Olympiad with females will be insincere, uninteresting, unaesthetic and indecent. "His
philosophy has proved its mark Victorian indelibly on the invitations:" women did not have only one task, which is the
culmination of the role of the winner of garlands " In addition to the reference to it: in public competitions, must ban the
participation of women Tama what ( Fuller, 2016) Over the Olympics sports did not stand on certain games and that
because of increasing human proportion to what we are now and the more humans ratio increased competition in getting
the three centers of the first and through the inclusion of games to the sessions of the Olympic as well as the Games of the
Supreme Committee sees the Olympics it Do not rise to human safety cancellation from the Olympiad like what the
boxing game was canceled due to violence, human harm and disability caused by it, and in contrast to every game that
elevates the enjoyment of viewers and achieves a high percentage of viewing through tournaments in world tournaments
that are added to the Olympic Games , and this is evident through " the games that represented the first session of the
Olympics in 1896 in Athens are nine games with the participation of 14 countries , the number of players 241 men only ,
today and in the last Olympic Games in 2016 in Brazil, the number of games is 33 games and with the participation of 206
state the number of players reached 11551 athletes from the above history of women's participation in the Olympic Games
in the past. It shows the difference between men and women, the distinction of men from them, and the perception of
inequality, today we see in the last Olympic Games that the number of women participating in it has reached four thousand
female athletes and half that is close to the number of men participating in the Games He participated in games that were
exclusively for men because of their skin, endurance and strength. As well as fighting games that was exclusively for men.
Today we do not see a new game unless women had a share in it from strength games, fighting, speed and board games,
and even bodybuilding.
2. Devices gymnastics artistic women
Artistic gymnastics is the kind of gymnastics, which kills on a range of devices from what is special women and includes
1- various parallel device heights 2-horse jumping 3-balance beam 4. Mat ground movements, including what is special
for men and includes 1-device platform Jumping 2- The ground movement mat device 3- The throat device 4- The hoop
device 5- The handled horse device 6- Uniform parallel ( Mays, 2014 )
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2-1 Parallel apparatus of various heights
Known previously as the bars parallel unequal or non - symmetrical (were provided bars parallel non - parallel in the 1936
Olympics and the first Games competition at the World Championships in 1938. The bars of different heights originally
from parallel men and was cut one bar and a bar another high high with a maximum reach of approximately 1.5 feet (46
cm). with the advent of rotations and skills of aviation and bars parallel widened to the maximum extent approximately
180 cm, has been replaced by wooden bars to fiber glass covered with wooden veneer in 1975 and approved by the
international Federation dictated by FIG In 1979 the shape of the rods were oval and were thicker and replaced by thinner
rods, which were approved by the International Federation of Ethnicity in the 1988 Olympic Games, and the handguard
was used to hold the grip. Well, (Grossfeld, 2014)
2-2 balance beam
Balance beam: Originally the beam was made of regular wood with straight sides. In the late 1950s the limbs were bent.
Then in the 1960s, a leather cover was added. In the end, the top panel was light. In the 1980s, a reversible spring
mechanism was located in the crossbar 's aluminum core , which helped reduce the impact from acrobatic and jumping
skills.
2-3 floor movement's carpet
Time limit for floor movement carpet: until 1954, from 90 to 120 seconds. In 1958, the time limit changed from 60 to 90
seconds. Then, in 1979 it was changed from 50 to 70 seconds for men and 70 to 90 seconds for women. In 2008, the
minimum time was abolished and the 70 seconds maximum was kept for men and 90 seconds for women. The
accompaniment of music was required for women in the rug of ground movements, first in the 1956 Olympic Games and
then in the 1958 World Cup tournament. But only chains forced of . In 1962, music was required for both compulsory
training and optional application. The compulsory exercise and most optional exercises were accompanied by piano music,
but some gymnasts used full orchestral music for the optional exercise. At that time, some members of the technical
committee of the International Federation of Estheticians felt an advantage for a full-fledged orchestra over piano music.
So after 1962, the optional strings flanking could not be done by one tool. In 1988, the accompaniment of music to the
optional strings could, once again, be in a full orchestra. (Grossfeld, 2014)
2-4 Jumping Platform
The jumping horse is one of the oldest technical gymnastics devices, and one of the most important even in terms of
evaluation, it has a characteristic in evaluating the degree and performance, it is the only device today that the player
makes two jumps to qualify for the finals. ( Beauty, 2018 ). And early in the Olympic Games, the position of the horse was
objected, as it was placed transversally, and in the 1934 World Championship the position of the horse was objected, and it
was transferred to the longitudinal position of men to the mid-1960s, and four long lines were placed along the horse from
the top 40 cm at each end of the horse, and two (20) cm lines inside the two lines, close to the ends. (Grossfeld, 2014)
Ahmad Tawfiq (1991, quoted from) indicates: Rudolf that this device has undergone many changes over time, and that the
origin of the jumping horse device reminds us of the real horse, and gradually until its shape reached the current modern
form, (Ahmed, 1991). As for the approximate run, in 1979 it was changed from 20 meters to 25 meters, and in 1950 two
attempts were determined, to determine the final score of the jump, as for the colored rug or glove collar, it was placed in
the United States, and a request was submitted to the Technical Committee of the International Union of Gymnastics to
use The colored rug around the glove when performing the Yurchenko jump, but the request was rejected, but
unfortunately, a catastrophic accident occurred in the 1995 World Championships in Japan that led to the acceptance of the
hoop around the glove to perform the Yurchenko. The request was rejected, but unfortunately, a catastrophic accident
occurred at the 1995 World Championships in Japan, which led to the acceptance of the use of the hoop around the glove
to perform Yurchenko.
Performing skills or movements for the first time in the World Championships and Olympics: -

 1970 Hand Jump followed by a front air flip XZMA Tzu
 1974 CZMA TZU LV
 1979 Yerschenko for the first time in the 1982 World Cup.
 1979 Hand swabbank with two front air cores
 1994 Hand Srbank front core with two and a half turns
 1999 Yershenko with two rear air hearts (Grossfeld , 2014 )

From what was presented in this study for women's artistic gymnastics devices, we see that the legal systems for Olympic
competitions have undergone many changes and the reason for the difficulty of movements and competitions between
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countries, and it was inevitably to make changes in the type of material manufactured for the devices and add safety to
them as well in sports equipment to suit the type of difficult movements and the age Who we live in e and t.

3- Results of the Olympic Games team competitions for the artistic gymnastics game for women
Table (1) it shows the results of the Olympic competitions in teams in your artistic gymnastics for women

It can be seen
from Table
(1) the
countries that
are in the
first three ranks, starting with a country

1-3 the Soviet Union Socialist Republics (USSR) or (usr)

A former communist constitutional state whose borders included most of the area of   Eurasia in the period between
1922 and 1991, it was formally dissolved on December 31, 1991 the most country that won the gold medal for eight
Olympic Games out of a total of 18 games. In 1952 Helsinki achieved its first gold medal, and the first place to the six
Olympic Games that followed Helsinki, namely, Rome, Tokyo, Mexico, Munich, Montreal, Moscow, and the last Olympic
Games in 1988 in Seoul. Since its Olympic debut in 1952, sport has evolved tremendously in very different ways than
others. When improved times and distances are the most common signs of change, your artistic gymnastics for women
have been transformed from the fluidity of the original ballet to a dynamic acrobatic event. He has been driving the
changes in your artistic aesthetics. Women's most successful nation, the Soviet Union in the confrontation the broader cold
war, the Soviet domination of the artistic gymnastics women 's strong evidence of the value of the "soft power", those that
did not go unchallenged in the West. With a big focus on the United States "(Cervin, 2017)

2-3 the United States of America (USA)
Where he began t results in the Olympic Games 19 48 London achieved the third place, after 37 years have not achieved
any result mentioned in the Olympics in 1984 in Los Angeles achieved the American team Women 's Medal Silver, and
returned in the Games in Barcelona in 1992 and achieved a medal Bronze, and in the session that followed in Ataltna 199
6 won the Gold medal, for the first time , either in 2000 in Sydney , won the center Aii.ovi 2008 session held games in
Beijing achieved a medal silver, and after the sessions that followed the Beijing 2012 - 2016 London _rio He won the
golden throne, and from the results of the American feminist team in the artistic gymnastics of women, we clearly see the
extent of the interest of the United States in this game . As pointed out (Najm al- Din Suhrawardi) " originated in America
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a new sport launched by Catherine Beger Aljmnazih games name was in 1828 called for the women to exercise these
games ..... was concerned with the American people , the movement of a significant interest in gymnastics, and focused on
the educational movement institutions the new entered the new society, and constructed halls during the last gymnastic era
of the BC rang the nineteenth in many cities . Also important exercise Aljmnasticah evolved in some higher institutes
within the formal curriculum Almistoan and Al - Ahli "(Najm, 1980)
3-3 Romania (ROU)
When talking about perfection in artistic gymnastics for women, the talk concerns the Romanian athlete, Nadia Comanche,
who for the first time achieved a full score in artistic performance of ten degrees at the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal,
and the Romanian team achieved the second team. Romania was awarded the Gold Medal in Los Angeles in
1984. ”Romania attempted passively to assert its independence from the Soviet Union. Through the Olympic movement,
the unsurprising choice was that gymnastics stood as a prominent cultural expression of the Romanian nation, as the Four-
year Olympic Games provided the most visible expression. At the international level, the golden opportunity: political
manipulation in Romania in 1984, Romania achieved in nine Olympic Games in separate places from the first, second and
third teams in Rome in 1960 the bronze medal, 1976 Montreal the silver medal in Moscow 1980 the silver medal as for the
1984 Los Angeles the gold medal as for the 1988 Seoul The silver medal 1996 Barcelona the silver medal Atlanta 1996 in
the 2000 Games in Sydney, the gold medal 2008 Beijing third place.

3-4 Russia (ROS)
Russia achieved the first three results Vrgih in the Games in 2000 in Sydney and the silver medal in 2012 London and
2016 Rio Medal Silver.
3-5 East Germany - and West GDR-DER
German gymnastics associations were established in response to the workers' movement at the beginning of the nineteenth
century and spread to all German countries. It is clear in the table that the results of the German Democratic team are
higher than the results of West Germany, as the latter won in Berlin in the first place in 1936 and did not achieve any other
results mentioned in the rest of the Olympic Games, while the German Democratic team won five first Olympic Games in
1668. Mexico, third and second place, in 1972 in Munich, the silver medal as for the remaining three rounds, 1976,
Montreal, 1980, Moscow, 1988, Seoul, all of which achieved the bronze medal. From that we see the advance of the
German Democratic team over West Germany, and this is what is explained by Mangan as he said, " It was the superlative
achievements, especially its athletics, that gave East Germany its place as a world-class sporting nation and contributed to
its international recognition. From 1953 to 1996, or for example, it won about 40 percent of all World Championship titles
and European championships that it won." In East Germany, although the number of open championships for women was
small.A breakdown of the lists of competitors in the Olympic Games since 1956 by gender and nation reveals that the
proportion of female athletes in the GDR delegation over the entire period was much higher than the average figure and
also higher. the proportion of women in the West Germany team. in addition, women were more East Germany survived
Ha much of women of West Germany . (Mangan, 2004)

6-3 China
From the table it is seen that her first differential Olympic medal was in the 1984 Los Angeles Games, and after four
Olympic Games, she did not achieve any differential medal until after the 2008 Beijing Games in China and achieved the
Gold Medal, and she did not achieve any result except after three sessions in Rio 2016 by obtaining Third in Africa, it is
very clear the level of fluctuation of the Chinese team “ China's participation in the Olympic Movement can be traced as
early as 1922, when Mr. Wang Zhenteng, a high-ranking diplomat and sports leader, was chosen as the first Chinese
member of the International Olympic Committee. Olympic attracted little serious attention from China, due Assa SA that
the nation was engaged in other tasks more Ap Ha to overcome the threat of foreign powers. However, despite the
establishment of formal organizational link between China and the international Olympic Committee, but the recognition
of the sports organization The main Chinese, the China Association for the Promotion of Sport, as the National Olympic
Authority, came later, in 1931 ( Riordan, 2015) “There has been an increased interest from the government in continuing
Olympic success, by developing elite sport since at least the mid-1960s. Among these countries, China is a prominent
model. With the rationale for demonstrating national pride and identity, international standing and superior competitors,
the total investment has increased. In the Chinese elite sports, from (52.66) billion Yuan (equivalent to 8.49 billion dollars)
in 2008, which represents 15.83 billion dollars of the total financial inputs in the Chinese sports industry, to (73.38) billion
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yuan (equivalent to 11.82 billion dollars, 20.09) in 2011, China’s performance in the Olympics in the past decade has been
somewhat exceptional: after claiming its first Olympic gold medal at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, China achieved the
top gold medal table at the 2008 Beijing Olympics. The examination reveals. The exact table of medals is that six specific
sports / disciplines, namely table tennis, diving, artistic gymnastics, weightlifting, archery and badminton, were the main
sources of gold medals in the Olympic Games in which China participated (Zheng , 2016)
3-7 Japan
We did not notice any differential results for Japanese girls except in the Olympic Games held in Tokyo in 1964. It is
noticeable that they are sympathetic to the differential result and the bronze medal, the only one for them in the (18)
Olympic Games.
3-8 Hungary
"Thanks to the introduction of gymnastics exercises to Hungary to the French, Agnak Claire, a former captain of the
guards of Napoleon , who arrived six in mid-1820 in the early thirties of the nineteenth century" (Hadas , 2007) Can never
be separated for the sport itself Tama what about politics and expectations of the ideological and structural basis. Its
financial decisions and diplomatic streak have profoundly influenced the preparation, participation and results of
Hungarian athletes in major international events. , Which severely affected the performance of Olympic athletes Magyars
" ( Onyestyák , 2013) Hncara won in four sessions of the first Olympic bronze medal in 1936 Berlin, after the 1948 silver
medal London, and remained the province of the medal Alfeza in the session following the Helsinki 1952 and most
recently finished third in 1972 in Munich
From the above in this section we see "among international sporting events, has become the Olympic Games the most
prominent global event regularly in our time, for example, attracted the Summer Olympics in 2008 about ( 4.7 ) billion
people watched the television coverage of the Games attributed one of the main reasons for the popularity of the Olympic
Games between the global audiences to the media coverage of the event due to the popularity of the Olympic Games, the
Olympic Games is a sporting event that includes sports, national and trade with social signals - political and cultural. "(Yu,
2009)
As well as playing the political and economic situation of the country 's important role in the Olympic results , and this is
evident through the teams results participation Sometimes we see within the coronation of the three podium and
sometimes a brother t Z were not present for several sessions of the Olympics because of preoccupation with internal
Bamorha or political or regional status and through the results of the recent Olympic Games We see three great countries
at the forefront of the podiums with their economic and military strength, which was reflected in the sports field, namely
America, Russia and China. From the researcher's point of view, the results of the next session will compete with America
and the Soviet Union for the first place .

Conclusion
From the above detective who talked about her, we note that physical activity and sports competitions , which was seen
earlier e j confined his men only for differences configuration of physical and Alveslchi and his perception of the wrong
women being created for the house of education, this concept faded through the numbers that we see in the post Women in
the Olympic Games, where nearly half the total number participating in the modern Olympiad, indicates the broad
participation of women in the various games. As for your female gymnastics, it has today a large Olympic audience
following it , the fact that the movements of this game are constantly changing through the creation of new movements
and are called in the name of their performers, which made innovation continuous with the development of technology,
and its impact on the manufacture of gymnastics devices. It is appropriate for women, and through the last study that
shows the results of countries, he notes the extent to which the political and economic conditions and wars affect the
results of the teams, as stability in them is noted on their results and this is through attracting the most qualified coaches
and players to the ranks of their teams , as well as the migration of most players to the great countries to achieve
themselves and improve their inputs The economic results are evident in the results of the impact of the host country of the
Olympic event on the results of the competitions, and we see that in the Chinese team being from the first women's
Olympic Games in 1928 to 1984 did not achieve any significant result except for the third place in Los Angeles in 1984
and after the five Olympic Games in 2008 held in China The Chinese women's team won the golden medal of the
championship, knowing that it did not get any results in the next round of London 2012 as for the Prince team In 1984 Los
Angeles won the second place, and from there, its name remained in the table of the top three teams until the end of the
2016 session.
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The researcher recommends that scholars and researchers should pay more attention to conducting more studies and
similar research on other sports, to enrich national libraries with resources specializing in this field to develop historical
research and studies, as well as support pathways in order to increase research and investigation in this area and encourage
the writing of historical research
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